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Abstract 

Strongly anharmonic phonon properties of CuCl are investigated with inelastic neutron scattering 

measurements and first-principles simulations. An unusual quasiparticle spectral peak emerges in 

the phonon density of states with increasing temperature, in both simulations and measurements, 

emanating from exceptionally strong coupling between conventional phonon modes. Associated 

with this strong anharmonicity, the lattice thermal conductivity of CuCl is extremely low and 

exhibits anomalous, non-monotonic pressure dependence. We show how this behavior arises 

from the structure of the phonon dispersions augmenting the phase space available for 

anharmonic three-phonon scattering processes, and contrast this mechanism with common 

arguments based on negative Grüneisen parameters.  These results demonstrate the importance 

of considering intrinsic phonon dispersion structure toward understanding scattering processes 

and designing new ultralow thermal conductivity materials. 
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        A range of traditional material design strategies have been identified to suppress thermal 

conductivity (κ) in thermoelectrics, thermal barrier coatings, and phase-change materials, 

including nanostructuring 1-3, alloying 4, doping 5 and defect engineering 6, 7. Comparatively little 

attention has been given to designing intrinsic properties that govern phonon propagation, such 

as lattice anharmonicity and phonon dispersions.  Engineering thermal conductivity requires 

deeper theoretical understanding of these features, validated against state-of-the-art 

measurements.  Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) can provide such microscopic insights, and 

recent measurements have demonstrated phonon line broadening 8-11, shifting 8, 9 and mode 

splitting 8 due to strong anharmonic interactions.  Here we present a novel quasiparticle signal in 

an unlikely anharmonic system: cubic CuCl.  The anharmonicity is so pervasive that it results in 

an emergent spectral peak with temperature in its integrated phonon density of states (DOS), 

very low κ and unusual pressure (P) dependent κ behavior 12.  We provide fundamental insights 

into these features and their relationships using first principles Boltzmann transport methods. 

     CuCl is a binary Ib-VII metal halide with zincblende crystal structure at ambient conditions.  

This is unusual, as Ia-VII alkali halides and non-cuprous Ib-VII compounds tend to form rocksalt 

or cesium chloride structure, more typical of ionic bonding.  In fact, according to Phillip’s 

criterion for ionicity 13, CuCl is just outside the rocksalt stability range.  Many properties of CuCl 

suggest strong anharmonicity:  negative thermal expansion 14, negative Grüneisen parameters 14, 

15, unusual and broad Raman peaks 16-18, asymmetric phonon line shapes 19 and a rich phase 

diagram 20, 21. Slack and Andersson 12 measured κ(P) of CuCl and found very low κ (< 1W/m-K 

at room temperature (RT)) that decreased with increasing P.  This pressure response is unusual, 

though found in a few other systems 12, 22-24, and was attributed to large negative Grüneisen 

parameters of transverse acoustic (TA) modes.  
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     The present work addresses the following questions:  Are there indicators of strong 

anharmonicity not yet seen in CuCl and other systems, and can they provide further insights into 

anharmonic phonon interactions?  Is the unusually low κ for CuCl intrinsic (driven by phonon 

interactions) or extrinsic (governed by crystal quality)?  Is the behavior of κ(P) a result of 

negative TA Grüneisen parameters as suggested?   

Experimental methodology: The Bridgman-Stockbarger technique 25 was used (gradient at 

melting point 8 °C/cm and crucible translation 0.75 mm/hr) to melt and re-solidify raw CuCl (4N 

purity, Sigma-Aldrich) in a sealed quartz ampoule.  Material was white in color and powder x-

ray diffraction confirmed zincblende structure. 

     Phonon DOS was measured using the time-of-flight wide angular-range chopper spectrometer 

at the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 26.  The sample was encased 

in a thin-walled aluminum can using a closed-cycle helium refrigerator for 5K < T < 300K and a 

low-background resistive furnace for 300K < T < 580K.  For low T, the sample chamber was 

filled with low pressure helium to facilitate cooling.  An oscillating radial collimator was used to 

minimize background scattering from sample environment.  Two incident neutron energies 

Ei=25 meV and 55 meV were used to measure low energy modes and the full spectrum, 

respectively. Energy resolution (full width at half maximum) at the elastic line was ∼1.2 meV 

and 2.2 meV, respectively. The measured signal was transformed to momentum, |Q|, and energy 

transfer, E, using the MANTID software 27 and two-dimensional intensity maps for dynamical 

susceptibility )|,(|]1[)|,(| )/( EQSeEQ TkE B
rr

−−=′′χ  were obtained from the dynamical structure 

factor )|,(| EQS
r

. The DOS was obtained by integrating from 3< || Q
r

<7 Å-1 for Ei=55 meV and 2<

|| Q
r

<5 Å-1 for Ei=25 meV, accounting for background, multi-phonon scattering and the elastic 
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peak 28.  The DOS ∑ ∑=
k k

kkk wEgwEg /)()(  is constructed from contributions of each element 

labeled by k and weighted by wk=σk/mk with σk being neutron scattering cross-section and mk 

mass:  wCu=0.1264 and wCl=0.4739 barns/amu. 

Theoretical methodology:  Mode-contributions to DOS; ∑ −=
k

anh
jqjqkjq EEEg ))(()(

2
rrr

r ωδε , also 

known as spectral function, were determined from first principles where jqk r
rε  is the eigenvector 

of the kth atom with wave vector qr  in branch j, and )(Eanh
jqrω  is the anharmonic frequency 

corrected via phonon interactions:  ))((2)( 43
2

expjqjq
anh
jq EE Δ+Δ+Δ+= rrr ωωω , where expΔ , 

)(3 EΔ  and 4Δ  are line shifts due to lattice expansion29 , third- and fourth-order 

anharmonicity30, respectively, and jqrω  is the harmonic frequency.  These shifts depend on T 

and are built from interatomic force constants (IFCs) described below. The delta function in 

)(Eg jqr  is represented by a Lorentzian:  
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where V3 are three-phonon scattering matrix elements 30, jqn r  are Bose factors and Δ ensures 

crystal momentum conservation.  Replacing E with jqrω , Eq. 2 becomes the inverse of the 
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lifetimes ( jqrτ/1 ) which enter the expression for the thermal conductivity:  ∑=
jq jqjqjq vCr rrr τ2κ with 

jqC r  being mode specific heat and jqvr
r being phonon velocity.   

     Harmonic and anharmonic IFCs were calculated using finite displacements in VASP-phonopy 

31 and VASP-phono3py 32, respectively, and the projector augmented wave method 33, 34 

following the Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) approach35, 36.  The optimized P=0 lattice 

parameter [5.426 Å] compares favorably with its measured counterpart [5.402 Å37] with typical 

overestimation from PBE 38.  Third-order IFCs were truncated at 5th nearest neighbor 

interactions, while fourth-order IFCs for determining 4Δ  were truncated at 2nd nearest neighbors 

39. The phonon Boltzmann transport equation (PBTE) within the relaxation time approximation 

was employed to determine phonon lifetimes and κ 32.  We find κ=1.41 W/m-K at RT similar to 

that found previously for CuCl, κ=1.44 W/m-K32. We further verified our methods with 

independent IFC and κ calculations using the Quantum Espresso package40 and a full iterative 

solution of the PBTE 24.  These gave similar results to those presented here, verifying the 

robustness of these methods. 

 

Results: Figure 1 gives calculated phonon dispersions of CuCl at P=0 and P=4.5 GPa with 

measured INS data at P=0 and T=4K from previous work41. The calculated acoustic spectrum 

compares well with measured values, while optic frequencies are underestimated due to the PBE 

approach 38.  Despite this, calculated specific heat 39 and bulk modulus (48.6 GPa) compare 

reasonably with measured data (54.5 GPa 42).  Despite having relatively light masses, the overall 

CuCl frequency scale is low, comparable to systems with much heavier masses, e.g., InSb 43.  

Thus CuCl acoustic phonons have small group velocities and carry less heat than in typical 

zincblende materials.    
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     Interestingly, the optic branches dip in frequency on approaching the Γ-point, a behavior not 

seen in other zincblende systems and similar to that in SnTe and PbTe 8, which are near 

ferroelectric phase transitions unlike CuCl.  In PbTe this gave unusual transverse optic (TO) 

spectra due to dispersion nesting:  large number of phonon interactions with the same frequency 

difference of two modes.  In CuCl there is also nesting behavior:  ~2 THz frequency differences 

for TO and longitudinal acoustic (LA) modes for much of the Brillouin zone.  In addition there is 

further ~2THz nesting behavior between LA and TA modes (see Fig. 1).  The optic dispersion 

dip also gives a smaller frequency gap between acoustic and optic branches and larger optic 

bandwidth, both features shown to reduce κ via strong acoustic-optic coupling 44, 45.   

     The origin of the low frequency dispersion and soft Γ-point optic modes in CuCl likely arises 

from the large ionic radius mismatch of Cl and Cu atoms, 1.67Å and 0.74Å, respectively 46.  

(Shannon crystal radius, we quote the value for VI coordinate Cl- since IV coordinate is not 

available). The lighter Cl ions have high weight in the optic modes. However due to their size 

they interact both with the Cu and significantly with each other. At Γ, the optic modes consist of 

Cl- and Cu ions moving against each other, while maintaining the Cl-Cl distance. Away from Γ 

the mode modulates Cl-Cl distances, which is unfavorable. For example at the X-point TO 

modes have large Cl atoms more strongly interacting with each other, giving effectively stiffer 

forces.  This underlies the optic dip and observed nesting behavior.     
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Figure 1:  Phonon dispersions of CuCl at P=0 (black), P=0.74 GPa (blue) and P=4.5 GPa (red). Green 
circles give measured data for P=0 41.    
      

 The anharmonicity, acoustic-optic coupling and nesting behavior in CuCl is so prevalent 

that it manifests itself in the integrated phonon DOS and κ.  Figure 2(a-b) shows the measured 

DOS of CuCl versus neutron energy transfer from INS for varying T.  First principles 

calculations at P=0 compare favorably with low-T measured spectra, though peaks are softer by 

~0.2 THz.  Strikingly, for T increasing from 5K to 150K, an additional quasiparticle peak 

emerges at ~2.3 THz (arrows in Fig. 2) in a frequency region where none are expected.  This 

emerging peak gains weight from surrounding features as heating causes broadening and 

decreasing intensity for peaks at ~1.2 THz (TA modes) and 3.5 THz (LA modes).  Overall 

broadening is expected given the large thermal displacement parameter of Cu ions 47. The 

dynamical susceptibility of CuCl at 5 K and 150 K in Fig. 2(c-d) gives further evidence of this 

emergent peak for T=150 K, absent at T=5 K. This feature was not found in previous neutron 

studies 19, 41, though other anharmonic features were observed:  unusual TO lineshapes 41 and 

immeasurable LA modes for T>200K 19.   
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Figure 2: Phonon DOS of CuCl from INS for various T with incident neutron energy (Ei): (a) 55 meV and 
(b) 25 meV. The solid blue curves give the calculated neutron-weighted DOS at experimental resolution. 
Dynamical susceptibility (log scale) measured at (c) 5 K and (d)150 K for Ei=25 meV. The presence 
(absence) of emerging quasiparticle peak at 5K (150K) is marked by arrows in each subfigure.   

 

     To understand the origin of this unusual emergent DOS peak, we calculated mode 

contributions to DOS, )(Eg jqr , including anharmonic line shifts and broadenings for T=5 K. 

This differs from the standard harmonic calculation shown in Fig. 2(a), which shows no 

evidence of a peak ~2 THz.  In contrast, even at T=5 K, calculations including anharmonicity 

exhibit a broad peak just above 2 THz in the total DOS, similar to that observed in the measured 

data at higher T.  Exploring this further, Fig. 3(a) shows the partition of mode contributions 

)(Eg jqr  for E=1.088 THz (sharp TA peak, typical resonance behavior) and for E=2.055 THz 

(broad emergent peak, anomalous behavior).   
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Figure 3: (a) Calculated mode contributions to DOS versus anh
jqrω  for energy transfer E=1.088 THz (red 

circles, TA peak) and E=2.055 THz (black circles, emergent peak) at T=5K.  Vertical lines depict E for 
each case.  Red circles demonstrate typical resonant behavior at the TA peak, while black circles give 
anomalous contributions far from resonance to the emergent peak. (b)  Calculated Spectral functions 
(line shapes) for randomly selected phonons with various polarizations and frequencies. Colored arrows 
designate location of typical peak behavior, )(EE anh

jqrω≈ . 

 

At resonance, )(EE anh
jqrω≈  in Eq. 1, the DOS contribution from mode jqr  can become large, 

with magnitudes dictated by the line width ~1/ )(Ejqrσ .  Thus, weakly-damped modes have a 

sharp, symmetric Lorentzian shape. Flat dispersion surfaces, for which many such modes 

contribute at a given E, generally give peaks in the DOS (van Hove singularities 48).    For the 

TA peak in Fig. 3(a) only modes with frequencies near 1 THz contribute appreciably.   In 

contrast, for the emergent peak ~2 THz DOS mode contributions over a wide-range of 

frequencies and polarizations are significant.  For large line widths even “off-resonance” (

anh
jqE rω≠ ) mode contributions scale as ~1/ )(Ejqrσ , though they are smaller as demonstrated by 

the “off-resonance” DOS contributions for E=2.055 THz compared to those at resonance for 

E=1.088 THz.  However, numerous modes meet this condition, and contributions over the 
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entire spectrum accumulate to give rise to the emergent peak in the CuCl DOS.   

     Fig. 3(b) shows spectral functions (i.e., line shapes) for randomly selected modes.  The line 

shapes strongly deviate from typical symmetric Lorentzian behavior of weakly-damped 

vibrations.   Maradudin and Fein 49 pointed out that large line widths or shifts (strong 

anharmonicity) can cause such deviations.  As seen in Fig. 3(b), the sampled modes have 

satellite features at ~2 THz, which contribute to building the emergent quasiparticle spectra.  

We calculated the spectral functions including only anharmonic line shifts with a constant 

broadening factor for all modes.  For this case, the emergent peak disappears elucidating that 

the broadening, Eq. 2, is responsible for this behavior.  Again, for these ~2THz off-resonance 

peaks )(/1~)( EEg jqjq rr σ , and since V3 is independent of E in Eq. 2 the emergent peak is governed 

by the energy conserving delta functions which peak for E=2THz due to matching phonon 

frequency differences: dispersion nesting.   

     To further verify that dispersion nesting is the governing feature of these unusual line shapes 

and emergent DOS peak we calculate Eq. 2 without V3 and the prefactor ( )()( ENE qjq rr →σ ), 

which then simply measures the number of interactions allowed at each E by conservation of 

energy and momentum, or measures the dispersion nesting behavior.  We label this expression 

)(ENqr  and note that it is independent of branch index and is weighted by Bose factors, thus is T 

dependent.  Similar expressions are referred to in the literature as joint- or two-phonon density 

of states 31, 41, 50.  The black curve in Fig. 4 gives )(ENqr versus E for T=5K and P=0. 
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Figure 4: )(ENqr  versus frequency for T=5K, P=0 (black curve), T=300K, P=0 (red curve) and T=300K, 
P=4.5 GPa (blue curve). Bose factors reduce )(ENqr  for T=5K, thus the black curve is multiplied by five 
for better visibility.  These curves correspond to qr=(0.17,0,0.17) in units of 2π/a where a is the lattice 
constant.  Other randomly sampled q points give nearly identical behavior.  
 

A large spike in )(ENqr  occurs ~ 2 THz demonstrating strong nesting behavior exactly at the 

frequency of the emergent peak in the measured DOS.  This )(ENqr  peak position is independent 

of T and demonstrates that a large number of scatterings are available to modes near this 

frequency, comprised of both coalescence (LA/TO) and decay (LA/TA) processes.     

     These anharmonic scattering features also play a critical role in determining phonon transport, 

for which CuCl demonstrates atypical behavior.  Calculated κ(P) of CuCl at RT is shown in 

Figure 5 with measured data 12.   
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Figure 5: Calculated κ versus P without boundary scattering (solid blue curve) and with a 60nm 
boundary length (dashed red curve). κ values are also shown for isotropic tensile strain (P<0).  The giant 
reduction in κ for P=5.6 GPa (zincblende phase) is indicative of significant TA softening and a known 
pressure induced phase transition 51.  Green circles give measured data 12.  Contributions to κ for TA1 
(black squares), TA2 (red circles) and LA (blue triangles) branches are shown in the inset.  

 

     Our first observation from Fig. 5 is ultralow κ values for both calculated (1.42 W/m-K at 

P=0) and measured data 12 (0.75 W/m-K at P~0.5GPa).  The low κ is surprising as typical values 

for zincblende systems are much higher (ranging from diamond κ~2300 W/m-K 52 to InSb κ~19 

W/m-K 53 at RT).  However, the low κ is not surprising when compared to other alkali chlorides 

with rocksalt structure, e.g., NaCl, KCl and RbCl with RT κ values 5.84 W/m-K 54, 6.40 W/m-K 

55 and 2.33 W/m-K 23, respectively, still larger than that of CuCl. Even the prominent 

thermoelectric material PbTe has larger κ~2.37 W/m-K 56 at RT.  The discrepancy between 

calculated and measured κ values may be caused by extrinsic effects (e.g., grain boundaries). 

Measurements were obtained from compressed powder samples 12 with little reported on crystal 

quality.  To gain further insights, we calculated κ(P) including boundary scattering 57 with size 

adjusted to fit the low P measured κ.  This gives an empirical grain size of 0.06 μm, much 
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smaller than the reported average grain size of 10 μm, which gives little additional thermal 

resistance.   

     For P>0.74 GPa, both calculated and measured κ(P) decrease with increasing P, an unusual 

behavior as κ typically increases 57, 58due to increasing acoustic velocities and reduced  acoustic-

optic coupling as optic frequencies shift higher.  Previously, decreasing κ(P) was attributed to 

increasingly negative TA Grüneisen parameters 12, however, TA contributions to the calculated κ 

are minimal (inset to Fig. 5).  Instead, LA modes dominate κ for all P, thus the κ(P) behavior is 

not directly caused by this, though TA softening does affect LA mode lifetimes as discussed 

below. Another unusual feature in Fig. 5 is the non-monotonic behavior of the calculated κ(P), 

which suggests an interplay of physical properties competing to govern thermal transport. 

     For P<0.74 GPa, LA modes have relatively constant lifetimes with increasing P, while their 

group velocities increase, thus giving increasing κ(P).  Constant LA lifetimes are a consequence 

of unchanged Grüneisen parameters (Fig. S239) and )(ENqr  as the TA branch is unaffected (Fig. 

1).  For P>0.74 GPa, LA velocities continue to increase, however, the TA branch softens.  TA 

softening and LA hardening drive the branches apart, which gives increased scattering for a 

broader range of LA phonons 24.  As seen in Fig. 4, for P=4.5 GPa the ~2 THz )(ENqr peak is 

smaller and shifted to lower frequency, however, a broader frequency range has larger )(ENqr

values (area under the curves for acoustic modes: 74.3 for P=0 and 101.5 for P=4.5 GPa) than 

that at lower P.  The resulting reduced phonon-lifetime (Fig. S339) more than compensates 

increasing LA velocities to give decreasing κ with increasing P for P>0.74 GPa. The unusual 

κ(P) behavior of CuCl is not a result of increasing anharmonicity of TA modes, but rather a 

consequence of changing dispersion structure as TA modes soften and LA modes harden.  
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Summary - Neutron scattering measurements of phonon DOS of CuCl reveal an unusual 

temperature-dependent quasiparticle peak at ~2THz.  First principles calculations demonstrate 

that this emergent peak is a result of a large number of anharmonically coupled phonon 

interactions for this frequency range: dispersion nesting.  Strong anharmonicity also gives rise to 

ultralow thermal conductivity (κ) and its unusual pressure-dependent behavior: increasing κ with 

increasing pressure (P) for small P then decreasing with further compression.  This behavior 

arises from competing factors:  increasing group velocities and increased scattering of LA 

modes, not from anharmonicity of TA phonons as previously hypothesized.  This work 

demonstrates the successful collaboration of theory and experiment toward identifying and 

understanding a novel quasiparticle DOS feature important for understanding unique anharmonic 

properties of solids, especially pertaining to thermal transport for applications such as 

thermoelectricity. 
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